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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description OUR PRICES ARE SO LOW, THE MANUFACTURER WON'T LET US ADVERTISE
THEM! CLICK THE "GET BEST PRICE" BUTTON FOR AN EVEN LOWER PRICE ON
THIS RV!!!! 2024 Forest River RV Salem 33TSX, Forest River Salem Platinum
Edition travel trailer 33TSX highlights: Private Bunkhouse Fireplace Booth Dinette
Custom King Bed Outside Kitchen Panoramic Windows Smooth Fiberglass
Exterior It's time to check out this exciting and full-featured Salem Platinum
Edition travel trailer! This unit provides two separated sleeping spaces; a rear
private bunkhouse and a front private bedroom. Another feature that is just as
helpful as the one in your own home is the kitchen. With an 11 cu. ft. frost free
refrigerator, a three burner cooktop, a double sink, and abundant cabinet storage,
you will be able to create delicious meals for the entire family. Plus, if you prefer
to have a sunrise breakfast, you can simply take your preparations outside to the
outdoor kitchen! Enjoy years and years of memories with any one of these Forest
River Salem travel trailers! They are built with a one piece SuperFlex roof, a
powder coated I-beam frame, and an aerodynamic front radius profile for an
easier tow. The triple seal slide out system prevents water from seeping inside
and keeps it outside where it belongs. The Salem Best In Class Value Package
includes upgraded designer furniture, seamless countertops with no T-mold, and
two zone residential soundbars with FM, Bluetooth, HDMI and USB. You will also
appreciate the heated and enclosed Accessi-Belly with removable underbelly
panels, the power tongue jack with an LED light, and the designated CPAP
storage. Some new upgraded features include: kitchen backsplash, fireplaces
with mirror fronts, bedroom bedding, 12V refrigerator, now with glass doors, and
so much more!
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2024 Forest River Salem 33TSX $42
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 7542
VIN Number: 4X4TSMJ2XR8070614
Condition: New
Length: 38
Sleeps: 10
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Wabash, Indiana, United States
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